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CONS P EC TU S

A cidic zeolites are indispensable catalysts in the petrochemical industry because they select reactants and their chemical
pathways based on size and shape. Voids of molecular dimensions confine reactive intermediates and transition states that

mediate chemical reactions, stabilizing them by van der Waals interactions. This behavior is reminiscent of the solvation effects
prevalent within enzyme pockets and has analogous consequences for catalytic specificity. Voids provide the “right fit” for certain
transition states, reflected in their lower free energies, thus extending the catalytic diversity of zeolites well beyond simple size
discrimination. This catalytic diversity is even more remarkable because acid strength is essentially unaffected by confinement
among known crystalline aluminosilicates. In this Account, we discuss factors that determine the “right fit” for a specific chemical
reaction, exploring predictive criteria that extend the prevailing discourse based on size and shape. We link the structures of
reactants, transition states, and confining voids to chemical reactivity and selectivity.

Confinement mediates enthalpy�entropy compromises that determine the Gibbs free energies of transition states and
relevant reactants; these activation free energies determine turnover rates via transition state theory. At low temperatures
(400�500 K), dimethyl ether carbonylation occurs with high specificity within small eight-membered ring (8-MR) voids in FER and
MOR zeolite structures, but at undetectable rates within larger voids (MFI, BEA, FAU, and SiO2�Al2O3). More effective van der
Waals stabilization within 8-MR voids leads to lower ion-pair enthalpies but also lower entropies; taken together, carbonylation
activation free energies are lower within 8-MR voids. The “right fit” is a “tight fit” at low temperatures, a consequence of how
temperature appears in the defining equation for Gibbs free energy.

In contrast, entropy effects dominate in high-temperature alkane activation (700�800 K), for which the “right fit” becomes a
“loose fit”. Alkane activation turnovers are still faster on 8-MR MOR protons because these transition states are confined only
partially within shallow 8-MR pockets; they retain higher entropies than ion-pairs fully confined within 12-MR channels at the
expense of enthalpic stability. Selectivities for n-alkane dehydrogenation (relative to cracking) and isoalkane cracking (relative to
dehydrogenation) are higher on 8-MR than 12-MR sites because partial confinement preferentially stabilizes looser ion-pair
structures; these structures occur later along reaction coordinates and are higher in energy, consistent with Marcus theory for
charge-transfer reactions. Enthalpy differences between cracking and dehydrogenation ion-pairs for a given reactant are
independent of zeolite structure (FAU, FER, MFI, or MOR) and predominantly reflect the different gas-phase proton affinities of
alkane C�C and C�H bonds, as expected from Born�Haber thermochemical cycles. These thermochemical relations, together
with statistical mechanics-based treatments, predict that rotational entropy differences between intact reactants and ion-pair
transition states cause intrinsic cracking rates to increase with n-alkane size.

Through these illustrative examples, we highlight the effects of reactant and catalyst structures on ion-pair transition state
enthalpies and entropies. Our discussion underscores the role of temperature in mediating enthalpic and entropic contributions to
free energies and, in turn, to rates and selectivities in zeolite acid catalysis.
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Introduction
Zeolites are used in refining and petrochemical processes as

Brønsted acid catalysts that target specific products based on

the relative sizes and shapes of themolecules and confining

voids.1�3 Cracking, alkylation, and hydride transfer reac-

tions require that ion-pairs form at transition states from

relatively uncharged physisorbed reactants or bound

alkoxides.3�7 Activation barriers decrease as ion-pairs be-

come more stable with increasing acid strength, reflected in

smaller deprotonation energies (ΔEDP), and with smaller

cation�anion distances.5�7 In contrast, activation barriers

for steps involving more neutral transition states that are

predominantly stabilized by covalent interactions, such as

H�D exchange and alkene adsorption, depend weakly on

acid strength.5�7

Brønsted acid sites within aluminosilicates are weaker

(ΔEDP ∼1200 kJ/mol) than in Brønsted�Lewis superacids

(HF-SbF5; ΔEDP ∼1000 kJ/mol),8 polyoxometalates, or an-

ion-modified oxides (ΔEDP ∼1050�1150 kJ/mol).9 Theore-

tical treatments of structural and electrostatic effects in

zeolite frameworks indicate that ΔEDP values are similar

for isolated protons (within ∼10 kJ/mol) at all locations

within MFI10 and MOR11 and for the most stable locations

in other frameworks.12 Even though acid sites in zeolites are

weaker and less diverse in composition and strength than in

mesoporous or liquid acids, turnover rates are often higher

than those on stronger acids and depend sensitively on the

geometry of both the microporous voids and the reacting

molecules.13�16

Confinement causes ubiquitous compromises between

entropy and enthalpy because dispersion forces restrict

mobility. Smaller channels confine alkanes (and transition

states by extension)more strongly as long as they fit, because

more effective van der Waals contacts with framework

O-atoms make adsorption enthalpies and entropies more

negative.17�20 Chemical reaction rates depend on the Gibbs

free energies of transition states (ΔG�‡) with respect to the

relevant reactants.

ΔG�‡ ¼ ΔH�‡ � TΔS�‡ (1)

Thus, trade-offs between enthalpy (ΔH�‡) and entropy

(ΔS�‡) upon confinement determine reactivity. Enthalpic

contributions tend to dominate at low temperatures, for

which the first term in eq 1 prevails, while entropic effects

become important at higher temperatures. In turn, we

expect that stronger solvation and a tighter fit will benefit

chemical reactivity at low temperatures, but that a looser

fit will do so at higher temperatures. We illustrate these

trends for alkane cracking and dehydrogenation at high

temperatures (700�800 K), where entropy effects prevail

and vary predictably with alkane structure and with the

lateness of transition states along reaction coordinates.

In sharp contrast, enthalpic considerations dominate free

energies at the low temperatures (400�500 K) of dimeth-

yl either (DME) carbonylation.

Enthalpic Stabilization and “Tighter Fits” in
Carbonylation Catalysis
DME carbonylation under anhydrous conditions selectively

forms methyl acetate on acidic zeolites at 400�500 K

via kinetically-relevant addition of CO to bound CH3

groups.21�23 Turnover rates are much higher on zeolites

containing eight-membered ring (8-MR) structures (FER,

MOR) than on materials with larger voids (MFI, BEA, FAU,

SiO2�Al2O3).
23 Carbonylation rates are strictly proportional

to the number of Hþwithin 8-MR structures in FER andMOR,

which varied with Naþ content and sample provenance and

wasmeasuredbydeconvolutionof OH infrared bands and by

titration of 12-MR Hþ with large molecules (n-hexane, pyr-

idine, 2,6-lutidine).23 Carbonylation rates were independent of

the number of protons within 10-MR or 12-MR structures, in

spite of acid strengths (ΔEDP) that do not depend on

location.11

Thus, the preferential stabilization of carbonylation tran-

sition states within 8-MR voids cannot reflect the electro-

static component of ion-pair energies. Theoretical estimates

of barriers for COaddition to bound CH3 are similar at all four

Al T-site locations within MOR when the methods used

account for electrostatic, but not attractive dispersion forces;

yet, values are∼30 kJ/mol lowerwithin 8-MR voids using ab

initio24 or density functional theory (DFT)-based methods25

that account for dispersion. More effective van der Waals

interactions within smaller voids decrease the enthalpies of

transition states, as long as they fit, relative to larger voids.

Although tighter confinement causesentropy losses, activation

free energies are smaller and turnover rates larger within

8-MR voids at the low temperatures of DME carbonylation

catalysis.

Entropic Benefits of Partial Confinement in
Catalysis at High Temperatures
Monomolecular alkane cracking and dehydrogenation pre-

vail at high temperatures (>623 K) and low pressures of

alkene products.26 They involve cations with (C�C�H)þ or
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(C�H�H)þ character that mediate kinetically-relevant C�C or

C�H bond scissions (Scheme 1) and form via proton

transfer to physisorbed alkanes present at low intrazeolite

concentrations (CA(z)) during catalysis.14 Turnover rates (per

Hþ) are given by

r ¼ kint CA(z) ¼ kint KadsPA ¼ kmeas PA (2)

where Kads is the alkane adsorption equilibrium constant

and kint is the rate constant for C�C or C�H scission steps

(Scheme 1). Measured rate constants (kmeas) reflect free

energy differences between transition states stabilized

within voids and gaseous alkanes:

kmeas ¼ (kBT=h) exp �(ΔG�‡ �ΔG�A(g) �ΔG�HþZ � )=RT
� �

(3)

Measured activation energies (Emeas) depend on intrinsic

activation barriers (Eint) and adsorption enthalpies

(ΔHads):
Emeas ¼ Eint þΔHads ¼ ΔH�‡ �ΔH�HþZ� �ΔH�A(g) (4)

and reflect enthalpy differences between transition

states and gaseous alkanes. Analogous relations hold

for activation entropies (ΔSmeas) derived from pre-expo-

nential factors:
ΔSmeas ¼ ΔSint þΔSads ¼ ΔS�‡ �ΔS�HþZ� �ΔS�A(g) (5)

Monomolecular cracking and dehydrogenation rate con-

stants were larger (by factors of 3�17; 748 K) on 8-MR than

12-MRprotons inMOR for propane, n-butane, and isobutane

reactants,14,15 as also found for DME carbonylation.23 These

alkanes (∼0.65�0.83 nm in length), however, cannot be

fully contained within shallow 8-MR pockets (∼0.37 nm

deep); indeed, 8-MR Hþ sites preferentially cleave the term-

inal C�C bonds in n-butane.14 Activation energies (Emeas)

were larger, and activation entropies (ΔSmeas) were less

negative for propane cracking in 8-MR than 12-MR locations

(Table 1). Partial containment precludes effective van der

Waals contacts between pore walls and organic cations at

the transition state, causing them to retain larger amounts of

gaseous reactant entropy at the expense of enthalpic stabi-

lity. Turnover rates are higher when cations are partially

confined because entropy becomes a dominant term in

activation free energies at the high temperatures of alkane

activation.

Partial Confinement Effects on Alkane
Cracking and Dehydrogenation Selectivities
As the fraction of sites in 8-MR MOR pockets increased,

cracking-to-dehydrogenation ratios decreased for propane

and n-butane but increased for isobutane (Figure 1), despite

analogous elementary steps for all reactants. For a given

alkane, cracking-to-dehydrogenation ratios solely reflect

differences in stability between the two transition states:

kmeas, C=kmeas,D ¼ exp �(ΔG�‡, C �ΔG�‡, D)=RT
� �

(6)

Thus, partial confinement preferentially stabilizes transi-

tion states for n-alkane dehydrogenation (relative to

n-alkane cracking) and isobutane cracking (relative to

isobutane dehydrogenation). The location of protons

within different voids of the same zeolite structure influ-

ences turnover rates for monomolecular reactions of a

given alkane (Table 1), but to different extents as these

ratios show (Figure 1).
Kinetic preferences between cracking and dehydrogena-

tion in 8-MR MOR pockets depend on alkane structure and

enable changes in reaction selectivity, but on a phenomen-

ological basis that prevents predictions for other alkanes or

void structures. Why do transition states so similar in struc-

ture sense confinement so differently and why does this

sensitivity depend so strongly onwhether alkanes are linear

or branched?While rate constant ratios depend only on free

SCHEME 1. Monomolecular Alkane Activation on Bro9nsted Acid
Sitesa

a(1) Gaseous alkanes (A(g)) and those adsorbed (A(z)) onto acid sites within
zeolite voids (HþZ�) are quasi-equilibrated. (2) Kinetically-relevant cracking or
dehydrogenation via carbonium-ion-like transition states to form products
(PC, PD) depicted using transition state theory formalism.

TABLE 1. Measured Rate Constants, Activation Energies, Entropies, and Free Energies (748 K) forMonomolecular Propane Cracking on 8-MR and 12-
MR Hþ Sites of MOR Zeolites14

location kmeas (/10
�3) (mol (mol(Hþ) 3 s 3 bar)

-1) Emeas (kJ mol�1) ΔSmeas (J mol�1 K�1) ΔGmeas (kJ mol�1)

8-MR 2.0(0.5 164(5 �91 (9 227(2
12-MR 0.7(0.4 151(5 �117 (14 234(3
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energy differences between the two transition states in-

volved (eq 6), each contain enthalpy and entropy terms that

can be obtained independently from temperature effects

on cracking and dehydrogenation rates. The catalytic

consequences of enthalpy�entropy trade-offs imposed by

confinement differ for two transition states accessible to

each reactant because of how late they occur along their

reaction coordinates, a property that is reflected in their

respective activation barriers, as we discuss next.

Relations Between Ion-Pair Enthalpy and
Entropy
Figure 2 shows differences in activation energy between

dehydrogenation and cracking versus activation entropy

differences for each alkane (propane, n-butane, isobutane)

on each zeolite (FER, MFI, MOR, USY, CD-USY (chemically

dealuminated-USY using (NH4)2SiF6)). For a given alkane and

zeolite, Emeas (or ΔSmeas) values for dehydrogenation and

cracking differ only because their transition states differ in

enthalpy (or entropy):

Emeas,D � Emeas, C ¼ ΔH�‡, D �ΔH�‡, C (7)

Barriers were larger for dehydrogenation than for crack-

ing for propane and n-butane, but smaller for isobutane

(Figure 2). Thus, n-alkane dehydrogenation ion-pairs are

higher in enthalpy than for cracking, but theopposite applies

to isobutane. n-Alkane dehydrogenation and isobutane

cracking also gave less negative ΔSmeas values than their

respective counterparts (Figure 2), in turn, indicating that

higher enthalpy ion-pairs also have larger entropies.

These data and their implications for ion-pair enthalpy�
entropy trade-offs are consistent with charge transfer reac-

tion coordinates based on reactant and product potentials

(Scheme 2).27,28 In this approach, paths from one reactant

to several products differ only because of product ener-

gies. Transition states for the higher barrier path occur

later along reaction coordinates and more closely resem-

ble products. For monomolecular alkane activation, pro-

ducts contain onemoremolecule than reactants, and later

transition states become looser and higher in entropy.

As a result, ion-pairs that are higher in enthalpy are also

higher in entropy.

For each alkane, rates of the higher barrier reaction

selectively increased when transition states were partially

confined within 8-MR MOR pockets (Figure 1), despite their

weaker enthalpic stabilization compared with full confine-

ment within 12-MR channels. The different kinetic prefer-

ences of cracking and dehydrogenation predominantly

reflect entropic effects of partial confinement, which be-

come more consequential for stability with increasing tem-

perature and for looser transition states. Enthalpy and

entropy differences between cracking anddehydrogenation

transition states reflect differences in structure between

(C�C�H)þ and (C�H�H)þ cations formed as C�C and C�H

FIGURE 1. Monomolecular cracking-to-dehydrogenation rate constant
ratios (748 K) for propane (2), n-butane (9), and isobutane ([) versus
8-MRHþ fraction inMOR. Dashed curves represent ratios expected from
8-MR and 12-MR rate constants reported elsewhere.14,15

FIGURE 2. Differences in measured activation energies (Emeas) and
entropies (ΔSmeas) betweenmonomolecular alkane (propane, n-butane,
isobutane) dehydrogenation and cracking on MOR ([), MFI (b), FER (2),
USY (9), and chemically dealuminated-USY (x). Error bars shown for
MFI are representative of errors for all samples. Dashed line represents
least-squares regression. Inset: n-butane cracking at terminal and
central C�C bonds.
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bonds acquire positive charge. These differences are intrin-

sic to reactant molecules and independent of zeolite struc-

ture (Figure 2). We examine next how reactant and catalyst

properties influence the entropy and enthalpy terms in

activation free energies for Brønsted acid catalysis using

thermochemical cycles that dissect free energies into their

fundamental components.

Born�Haber Thermochemical Cycles for
Monomolecular Alkane Reactions
Scheme 3 depicts a thermochemical cycle that describes

energies and entropies of ion-pairs formed from gaseous

alkanes (Emeas, ΔSmeas) via adsorption (ΔHads, ΔSads) and

subsequent proton transfer (Eint,ΔSint). It includes a hypothe-

tical path to these transition states involving deprotonation

of the acid, protonation of C�C or C�H bonds in gaseous

alkanes, and electrostatic and van derWaals stabilization of

the gaseous cations within zeolite voids. Measured activa-

tion energies and entropies are given by

Emeas ¼ ΔEDP þΔEP þΔEstab (8)

ΔSmeas ¼ ΔSDP þΔSP þΔSstab (9)

Here,ΔEDP is thedeprotonationenergy,ΔEP is thegas-phase

affinity of alkane C�C or C�Hbonds for protonation, and

ΔEstab is the stabilization energy; the analogousΔS terms

in eq 9 describe measured activation entropies.
Acid site deprotonation reflects only catalyst properties

and requires that Z�H bonds cleave heterolytically and Hþ

and Z� fragments separate to noninteracting distances;

ΔEDP
10�12 and ΔSDP values are independent of active site

location. Gas-phase protonation of alkane C�C or C�H

bonds forms carbonium-ion-like complexes, with ΔEP and

ΔSP values that depend on proton location within the cation

but not on any catalyst properties. The confinement of

gaseous cations or reactants within voids depends on

both catalyst and reactant properties. Cations are stabilized

(ΔEstab, ΔSstab) via electrostatic interactions with the anionic

framework and, to a lesser extent, via van der Waals forces,

while neutral alkanes are predominantly stabilized by the

latter (ΔHads, ΔSads).
17�19

FIGURE3. Difference betweenmeasured activation energies (Emeas) for
monomolecular alkane dehydrogenation and cracking onMOR (]), MFI
(O), FER (4), USY (0) and chemically dealuminated-USY (x) versus the
difference between bond-averaged gas-phase C�H and C�C proton
affinities (ΔEP) of propane, n-butane, and isobutane. Error bars shown
for MFI are representative of errors for all samples. Equation 11
plotted as solid line. Inset: n-butane cracking at terminal and central
C�C bonds.

SCHEME 2. Energy Diagrams for Two Reactions of One Alkane,
Adapted from Charge Transfer Reaction Coordinatesa

aTransition states (‡, ‡0) determined from intersections between reactant (R) and
product (P, P0) potentials. Arrows denote activation barriers (EA, EA0).

SCHEME 3. Thermochemical Cycles of Measured Activation Energies
and Entropies for Monomolecular Alkane Reactions at Zeolitic Acid
Sitesa

aMeasured activation energies (Emeas) and entropies (ΔSmeas) depend on quasi-
equilibrated alkane adsorption (ΔHads, ΔSads) at zeolitic acid sites (HþZ�) and
kinetically-relevant protonation (Eint,ΔSint) steps. They reflect contributions from
deprotonation (ΔEDP, ΔSDP), gas-phase alkane protonation (ΔEP, ΔSP), and
stabilization of gaseous cations within zeolite voids (ΔEstab, ΔSstab).
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Gas-Phase Alkane Proton Affinities Deter-
mine Monomolecular Activation Barriers
Differences in cracking and dehydrogenation barriers (eq 8)

are given by
Emeas,D � Emeas, C ¼ (ΔEDP,D þΔEP,D þΔEstab,D)

� (ΔEDP, C þΔEP, C þΔEstab, C) (10)

ΔEDP terms rigorously cancel when both reactions occur

on the same acid. Confinement stabilizes gaseous analo-

gues of both transition states to similar extents (ΔEstab),

because of their similar charge (þ0.8�0.9e) and its

distribution,5�7,29 which define electrostatic effects, and

their similar size, which determines van derWaals contacts.

Thus, cracking and dehydrogenation barriers for a given

alkane and zeolite differ predominantly because C�C and

C�H bond proton affinities are different:
Emeas,D � Emeas, C ¼ ΔEP,D �ΔEP, C (11)

The carbonium-ions formed upon protonation of

gaseous alkanes decompose without detectable bar-

riers to form complexes containing a neutral fragment

(smaller alkane or H2) and a carbenium ion interacting

via van der Waals forces with each other,30�33 similar

to the late transition state structures identified by

theory.29,34�36

Indeed, differences between cracking and dehydrogena-

tion barriers for each alkane agree with proton affinity

differences between their respective C�C and C�H bonds

(Figure 3), properly weighted by the number of each bond

(details in the Supporting Information).15 Activation energies

were higher for terminal than central C�C cleavage in

n-butane (Figure 3 inset), consistent with the higher energy

(C�C�H)þ cations formed at terminal locations (by 20�25

kJ/mol) as determined by ab initio methods.32,37 Activation

entropies are also higher for terminal than central cracking

(Figure 2 inset), consistent with the higher enthalpy ion-pairs

for terminal scission being later and looser (Scheme 2). Next,

we examine how the structures of alkanes influence the

entropies of their cracking transition states and cause differ-

ences between terminal and central bonds of n-butane and

among C3�C6 n-alkanes.

Effects of n-Alkane Size on Monomolecular
Cracking Turnover Rates
Measured rate constants (773 K) for monomolecular cracking

of C3�C6 n-alkanes on H-MFI increase markedly (>100-fold)

with chain size; these rate constants reflect the cracking of all

C�C bonds in the reactant and thus their reactivity-average.38

n-Alkane adsorption constants (Kads) at reaction tempera-

tures can be estimated from adsorption enthalpies and

entropies, which depend weakly on temperature:39�41

Kads ¼ exp �(ΔHads � TΔSads)=RT
� �

(12)

Adsorption constants (773 K),39 from eq 12 and values

of ΔHads and ΔSads (measured at 353 K),18,19 vary

less than 2-fold among C3�C6 n-alkanes. Ab initio

statistical thermodynamics methods (<5-fold)40 and

FIGURE4. (a) Energy and (b) entropy terms in adsorption constants18,19

(2), and measured38 (b) and intrinsic (9) rate constants for monomole-
cular cracking of n-alkanes on MFI.
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configurational-bias Monte Carlo simulations (<2-

fold)42,43 give a similar range of values.
Intrinsic rate constants (773 K), determined from these

adsorption constants and eq 2 and corrected for the number

of C�Cbonds, increasedmonotonicallywith alkane size and

were ∼50 times larger for n-hexane than for propane.39

Intrinsic activation barriers, which reflect energy differences

between transition states and physisorbed alkanes, depend

on energies for the corresponding hypothetical steps in

Scheme 3:

Eint ¼ ΔEDP þΔEP þΔEstab �ΔHads (13)

Dispersive interactions stabilize reactants and transition

states, which differ only in the presence of a single

proton, to similar extents. They account for the effects

of alkane size on ΔHads and Emeas (via ΔEstab); both terms

decrease in parallel for C3�C6 n-alkanes in H-MFI (12�16

kJ/mol per CH2 group; Figure 4a). Alkane size does not

affect ΔEDP; moreover, its influence on ΔEP, for which

there are small differences with C�C bond position,37 is

attenuated because Emeas values reflect reactivity-aver-

aged C�C scission events. Differences in n-alkane

(or channel) size predominantly influence the number

(or strength) of van der Waals contacts with pore walls,

but in a commensurate manner for both reactants and

transition states; thus, intrinsicbarriersare similar forC3�C6
n-alkanes (194�198 kJ/mol; Figure 4a) on H-MFI38 and

insensitive to zeolite structure for C3H8 cracking.
14,44

The higher intrinsic rate constants for larger n-alkanes

reflect higher transition state entropies relative to alkanes

physisorbed on acid sites (ΔSint; Figure 4b).
39,40 This increase

reflects ΔSads and ΔSmeas terms that, in contrast with ΔHads

and Emeas (Figure 4a), decrease to different extents with

increasing alkane size (∼17 and ∼6 J/mol 3K per CH2 group

in H-MFI, respectively; Figure 4b). Intrinsic activation entro-

pies can be described using the hypothetical steps in

Scheme 3:

ΔSint ¼ ΔSDP þΔSP þΔSstab �ΔSads (14)

Confinement causes entropy losses because attractive

van der Waals interactions restrict mobility. We surmise that

dispersive interactions similarly influence entropies of n-

alkanes (ΔSads) and their transition states (ΔSstab), in view

of their similar size, using arguments similar to those that

account for the similar van der Waals contributions to their

enthalpies. Confinement may cause entropy differences

between charged transition states and neutral reactants if

electrostatic interactions with the anionic framework

change the amount or distribution of charge in the cation.

Such perturbations seem inconsistent with nearly full proton

transfer (þ0.8�0.9e) and with the local nature of this charge

in both transition state5�7,29,30 and gaseous30�33 com-

plexes; in turn, these entropy changes (contained within

ΔSstab) are small and insensitive to n-alkane size. Chain

length must therefore cause differences in the entropy

gained upon protonation of C�C bonds in gaseous alkanes

(ΔSP), even in the absence of concomitant effects on pro-

tonation enthalpies (ΔEP).
37 These entropy gains reflect the

emergence of frustrated rotational and translational modes

accessible at late transition states, but not in intact neutral

alkanes.

Entropic Consequences of Chain Size in
Monomolecular Alkane Cracking
Ab initio treatments indicate that low-frequency vibrations

in alkanes physisorbed at intrazeolitic protons represent

frustrated translations and rotations relative to the confining

walls.40,41 The entropies of these modes were estimated by

statistical mechanics formalisms that treat alkane transla-

tion on a plane perpendicular to the O�H bond axis (2D free

translation) and rotation about their center axis (1D free

rotation); rotation can also occur about an axis perpendicu-

lar to the zeolite surface (2D free rotation) when void spaces

permit.40,41 Late cracking transition states resemble van der

FIGURE 5. Entropy differences between transition states and physi-
sorbed reactants in n-alkane cracking caused by gaining 1D (b) and
2D (O) rotation and 1D (2) and 2D (4) translation; estimated using
statistical mechanics for scission of individual C�C bonds and
weighted for the number of such bonds in each n-alkane.
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Waals complexes formed by charge separation and C�C

bond lengthening.5,29,34 Distortion of internal bond lengths

and angles in these complexes represent hindered rotations

and rocking vibrations of two fragments stabilized weakly

by dispersion forces; these motions are essentially barrier-

less compared to the much larger reaction barriers that

predominantly reflect the energies required for charge

separation.6,7,29,45�50 We expect the statistical thermody-

namic treatments used for confined alkanes40,41 would also

accurately estimate entropies for late transition states, in

which the two products are nearly formed.

Entropy gains along the path from n-alkanes to two

molecules were calculated for each C�C bond cleavage

event, separately for one and two degrees of free transla-

tional and rotational freedom (details in the Supporting

Information); bond-averaged values are shown in Figure 5

as a function of chain size. The formation of two molecules

causes large translational entropy gains (∼37 (1D),∼66 (2D)

J/mol 3K) that are, however, affected only weakly by alkane

size (4 J/mol 3K per CH2 group (2D)). In sharp contrast,

rotational entropy gains depend strongly on chain size

(∼22 (1D), ∼30 (2D) J/mol 3K per CH2 group). Entropy gains

from 1D free rotation (Figure 5) are similar toΔSint values for

each n-alkane (Figure 4b); they are also higher for terminal

than central C�C cleavage in n-butane (by 8 J/mol 3K),
consistent with the higher activation entropies measured

for terminal cracking (Figure 2 inset). The quantitative

agreement between these data suggest that if fragments

at late transition states rotate freely relative to one an-

other, other translational and rotational modes do not

significantly contribute to ΔSint values. Irrespective of the

detailed modes and their specific barriers at transition

states, however, new rotational modes appear to cause

the increases in ΔSint and kint values with n-alkane size.

These effects resemble those for protonation51 and radical

dissociation52 of gaseous hydrocarbons, which disrupt

internal symmetry and create new rotations that cause

entropy gains.

Thermochemical relations provide predictive insights

into chemical reactivity and selectivity by rigorously con-

necting thermodynamic properties of transition states to

those of reactants and catalysts. As n-alkanes become larger

in size, reactant rotational entropies and cracking turnover

rates increase concomitantly. Proton affinity differences

between alkane C�C and C�H bonds vary with reactant

size and structure, leading to commensurate enthalpy differ-

ences betweenmonomolecular cracking and dehydrogena-

tion transition states. The selectivity toward breaking these

bonds, in turn, depends on local void structure; higher

energy ion-pairs, which are also later and looser, are pre-

ferentially stabilizedwithin voids that confine thempartially.

Tighter confinement results in larger enthalpy gains, at the

expense of entropy, and benefits DME carbonylation transi-

tion states at low temperatures (400�500 K); however,

looser confinement and larger entropies, at the expense of

enthalpy, benefit late monomolecular alkane transition

states at high temperatures (700�800 K). In contrast to

monomolecular routes, bimolecular alkene reactions

(alkylation, hydrogenation, oligomerization) require that

two reactants lose entropy to form loosely bound ion-pairs

at early transition states, yet the entropic gains associated

with partial ion-pair confinement are similarly conse-

quential for turnover rates of these reactions at high

temperatures.53,54

Outlook
These ubiquitous principles for catalysis within confined

spaces generate research inquiries accessible to theory

and experiment. Opportunities emerge for designing cata-

lytic materials with active sites located within voids that

provide the “right fit” for a given chemical transformation.

Active site distributions can be modified by postsynthetic

treatments, but how do we synthesize materials with sites

already in desired locations? Recent studies of FER zeolites

have demonstrated precise control of Al siting at specific

framework locations using structure-directors that template

different voids during synthesis.55,56 These findings offer

promise for the development of related strategies to control

heteroatom siting in other microporous frameworks.

Identifying proton locations within different voids of a

given structure, even before and after catalytic reactions,

remains a state-of-the-art process. Proton locations can be

determined accurately when OH groups differ in infrared

vibrational frequencies, in their ability to interact with ti-

trants of different size, and in their preference for exchange

with other cations.23 These methods provide unclear infer-

ences for structures with many different Al T-sites within

voids that differ only slightly in size, such as MFI. Nuclear

magnetic resonance spectroscopic methods can resolve Al

atoms with different isotropic chemical shifts in MFI, but the

specific assignment to unique T-site locations remains

uncertain.57 Methods to characterize Al or OH location with

increasing accuracy will require synergistic approaches

using experiment and theory, in which theoretical methods

treat spectral features more definitively and help guide

experimental design.
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Theoretical chemistry can probe how and why voids

solvate intermediates and transition states. Attractive dis-

persion forces largely account for catalytic enhancements

caused by confinement and for reactivity differences among

zeolites with diverse void structures but acid sites of similar

strength. Thus, ab initio24,40,41 and DFT-based methods that

account for dispersion50 are essential to describe reaction

coordinate and potential energy surfaces within confined

spaces. These reaction coordinates exist, however, within

free energy surfaces; therefore, entropies of confined species

need also be determined accurately to predict reactivity.

Classicalmechanics seemunable to accurately describe low-

frequency vibrations, such as hindered rotations,46,47 which

are essential to describe entropy differences between intact

molecules and ion-pairs at transition states. Treatment of

low-frequency vibrations instead as free rotational and

translational modes using statistical thermodynamics form-

alisms has estimated entropies of physisorbed alkanes that

resemble experimentally determined values.40,41,58

The choice and design of microporous voids for specific

catalytic targets typically relies on criteria based on size

exclusion, despite the strong consequences of confinement

for transition state stability. This reflects our emerging

knowledge about the specific catalyst and reactant proper-

ties that influence turnover rates and selectivities. These

insights become increasingly important as we expand the

ranges of materials used and of the reactions they catalyze.

Predictive guidance based on rigorous mechanistic interpre-

tation can replace phenomenological considerations of void

geometry and topology and enable the design of inorganic

structures that mimic biological catalysts in their ability to

confine specific transition states and selectively catalyze the

chemical reactions that they mediate.

Summary
Turnover rates and selectivities in zeolite acid catalysis

depend predominantly on enthalpic and entropic stabilities

of ion-pair transition states at low and high temperatures,

respectively. The catalytic consequences of reactant and void

structure are identified using thermochemical cycles that

dissect activation energies and entropies into terms that

depend differently on reactant and catalyst identity. These

findings provide insight into the high specificity of both DME

carbonylation (400�500 K) and monomolecular alkane acti-

vation (700�800 K) turnovers for 8-MR MOR pockets, the

higher selectivities to n-alkane dehydrogenation but isoalk-

ane cracking in such locations, and the marked increase in

cracking turnover rates with n-alkane size.

Supporting Information. Estimation of alkane gas-phase
proton affinities and entropies of hydrocarbons adsorbed
within zeolite voids. This material is available free of charge
via the Internet at http://pubs.acs.org.
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